Tersan Shipyard has signed contract

with the cooperation of Acta Marine, the

with Acta Marine from Netherlands for the

two vessels are planned to serve in the

building of 2 pcs DP2 Construction Service

offshore wind construction market.

Operating Vessels powered with

Including TWIN-X stern, an integrated

Methanol and MDO/HVO. Two more

walk-to-work gangway system, 3D crane

optional vessels would be secured at a

and the hotel styled accommodation areas,

later stage of the contract period.

the vessels will be targeting to meet the

Designed by Ulstein Design & Solutions AS

market expectations and needs.

Second of the Havila
Series; Havila Castor
has been delivered!
Turkey shipped USD 225.2 billion worth
of goods around the globe in 2021. This
amount reflects an increase of 32,8%
compared to last year.

NB1095 M/S Oddrun With
has been delivered
NB1095, Reefer and General Cargo Vessel M/S Oddrun
With has been delivered to Egil Ulvan Rederi AS,
Norway.

She has the
capability to charge
the batteries while
staying at the port.
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Next Generation Methanol Powered
CSOVs will be built at Tersan Shipyard

Addition to the

The vessels will

advanced gangway

provide high agility,

system, the ships

operability and

feature a 3D

workability during the

motion-compansated

transfer of people and

crane with 6 tons of

cargo. Optimized

lifting capacity again

on-board logistics,

supplied by SMST and

high productivity and

500 m2 indoor and

high comfort for the

500 m2 outdoor cargo

crew add great value

areas. The two vessels

to the vessels and dual

are aiming to provide

fuel methanol driven

a short, efficient and

propulsion will provide

safe transfer of

significant CO2

personnel and

reduction measures.

cargo even in the

The first two vessels

harsh weather

are scheduled for

conditions where the

delivery Q2 and Q3

level of waves reaches

2024.

up to 3.00 meters.

Tersan Shipyard has signed contract with Acta Marine from Netherlands for
the building of 2 pcs DP2 Construction Service Operating Vessels powered
with Methanol and MDO/HVO. Two more optional vessels would be secured
at a later stage of the contract period.
Designed by Ulstein Design & Solutions AS with the cooperation of Acta Marine, the
two vessels are planned to serve in the offshore wind construction market. Including
TWIN-X stern, an integrated walk-to-work gangway system, 3D crane and the hotel
styled accommodation areas, the vessels will be targeting the market expectations and
needs.
89 meters long and 19 meters wide vessels will be able to accommodate up to 135
people in 85 cabins. The CSOVs will be equipped with Motion Compensated Gangway
systems supplied from SMST, mounted on the integrated towers with height
adjustment and a personnel/cargo lift.
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Istanbul Chamber of Industry (ISO)
which is an institution that organizes
and records the commercial
transactions of both individuals and
commercial institutions, has also
released Turkey’s Top 500 Industrial
Enterprises 2021 Survey (ISo 500).
Tersan Shipyard has been appearing in

TIM (Turkish Exporter’s Assembly) has
announced the sectors’ export leaders of
2021 demonstrating that Turkey’s exports

this ISO 500 list for 8 years and moved
up to the 95th spot compared to 185th in
2020.

are spread throughout country’s 50
provinces. Tersan Shipyard was
awarded as the ship and yacht building
sector export leader of Turkey for the 8th
time in the last nine years as per TIM’s
report. Tersan has been also ranked as
the 40th biggest exporter of Turkey
in the same research.

The results of 2021 export researches among
Turkish companies were announced with
record - breaking exports.
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80 meters long and 18

and polar areas

meters wide vessel will

including NEAFAC,

be built and

NAFO and ICES

arranged for single and

regulatory areas.

twin trawl operations
to catch Greenland

Designed by

halibut and shrimps.

Skipsteknisk, she will

The frozen catch will

be built under

be stored in her freezer

supervision of DNV

Designed by Marinteknikk,

weather conditions and she

holds after processing

Class Society. With

60 meters Longliner Factory

is outfitted with advanced

and freezing. Having

spacious leaving areas

Fishing vessel has sailed from

fish process plant. She also

a capacity of 1,320

and social amenities,

Tersan and started to

has spacious accommodation

tons of frozen-at-sea

the vessel will be able

carry-out fishery operations

opportunities up to 30

Halibut or 930 tons

to comfortably host 38

under St.Helena flag. In order

people on board. The Vessel
has left Tersan Shipyard after

of shrimp, the vessel

people on board.

to maximizeher longlining
capabilities, Polar Bay is also

the successful delivery

will be outfitted and

Niqitaq Fisheries is a

capable of fishing through

process, on the 9th of

equipped for fishing in

fully owned subsidiary

her moonpool in the harsh

February.

the North Atlantic

of Baffin Fisheries
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Arctic Freezer Trawler under

providing huge capacity for

construction for built for P/F

handling pelagic species. Fish

Havborg from Faroe Island,

room capacity will be 2250

has been launched.

cubic meters, giving it a 1000
tons capacity.

87,40 meters long and 18
meters wide fishing vessel is

The Skipteknisk designed

an advanced factory trawler

vessel have an

arranged for triple trawling

accommodation area for 40

with four winches and

people on board and is

prepared for a fifth winch to

capable for efficiently

be added if required. She will

trawling in icy and arctic

be laid out with a fillet

waters. The vessel is planned

production factory deck, a

to be delivered in the last

shrimp processing line and

quarter of 2022.

a fish meal and fish oil plant
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